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a b s t r a c t

The internal gas distribution system utilised for supplying fresh reactants and removing reaction products
from the individual cells of a fuel cell stack can be designed in a parallel, a serial or a mixture of parallel and
serial gas flow configuration. In order to investigate the interdependence between the internal stack gas
distribution configuration and single cell as well as overall stack performance, a small laboratory-scale
fuel cell stack consisting of identical unit cells was subject to operation with different gas distribution
configurations and different operating parameters. The current/voltage characteristics measured with
the different gas distribution configurations are analysed and compared on unit cell- as well as on stack-
Fuel cell stack
Gas flow configuration
Stack design
P
P

level. The results show the significant impact of the internal stack gas distribution system on operation
and performance of the individual unit cells and the overall stack.
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. Introduction

Fuel cells are a promising option for replacing state-of-the-
rt energy conversion and storage technologies such as internal
ombustion engines and batteries due to their high conversion effi-
iency and their low- or even zero-emission operation. Today’s fuel
ell technology is still too expensive and does not yet provide the
urability required to replace established power generation and
nergy storage technologies in most applications, though [1]. One
f the key issues in developing cost-competitive and durable fuel
ell systems is the fuel cell stack design.

Generally, a fuel cell stack is built from a number of individual
ells. These individual cells are normally electrically connected in
eries to provide a useful stack output voltage. The internal gas dis-
ribution system required to supply fresh reactants to the cells and
o subsequently remove reaction products from the cells can essen-
ially be designed in a parallel, a serial or a mixture of parallel and
erial gas flow configuration. Individual cells operated in a parallel

as flow configuration ideally receive identical input gas streams
hereas the outlet gas stream of one cell is the inlet gas stream of

he downstream cell in a serial gas flow configuration.

Abbreviations: MEA, membrane electrode assembly; OCV, open circuit voltage;
EMFC, polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell; r.h., relative humidity.
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +43 3168738785; fax: +43 3168738782.
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Most fuel cell stacks in the medium and high output power range
re either based on a fully or at least partially parallel gas flow con-
guration, where the fuel cell stack inlet gas stream is divided into
ore or less identical gas streams that are fed to the individual

ells. Two typical parallel gas distribution systems, the U- and the
-manifolds are discussed in Park and Li [2], Chang et al. [3] and in
oh et al. [4] (in a U-manifold, gas outlet and gas inlet are on the
ame side of the stack; in a Z-manifold, gas outlet and gas inlet are
n opposite sides of the stack). A parallel gas flow configuration has
he advantage of – at least in theory – supplying identical input gas
treams to each of the cells. This simplifies input gas conditioning
ecause the fuel and air input gas streams can be equally optimised
or all of the cells, e.g. with respect to temperature and humid-
ty at the same time. In addition, only a small pressure difference
etween stack inlet and stack outlet is required because each cell
nly receives the gas flow directly required by the cell (plus an addi-
ional small surplus for providing cell operation with stoichiometry
ates greater than one), and no surplus gas for downstream cells has
o be pumped through the flow fields.

Due to the fact that the gas stream is fed into a number of cells
nstalled in parallel, however, problems may arise due to maldis-
ribution of species within the stack. Owejan et al. [5], for instance,
emark that the presence of water slugs in the flow field gas chan-

els can reduce the stoichiometry ratio to values smaller than one,
nd thus cause a severe cell voltage loss. These maldistribution
roblems can be reduced if the manifold of a parallel gas distri-
ution approach is optimised to homogenise the gas distribution
ithin the stack [6].

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
mailto:adina.friedl@tugraz.at
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2008.07.005
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Alternatively, certain aspects associated with the maldistribu-
ion of reactants in a parallel gas flow configuration can be reduced
r even completely eliminated if a serial gas flow configuration is
pplied where the gas flow of multiple cells is forced through each
f the unit cells installed in the serial configuration. A serial gas
ow configuration is, for instance, inevitably linked to higher gas
ow rates and pressure differentials because the reactants required
y the whole line of serially connected cells has to be transported
hrough the upstream cells. This makes a complete blocking of one
f the cells (e.g. due to water slugs) less probable than with a parallel
as flow configuration.

The stream of fresh reactants is gradually consumed and
eplaced with reaction products as the gas streams flow from the
nlet to the outlet cell of a serial gas flow configuration. This makes
as conditioning a major challenge, as each unit cell of a serial
onfiguration receives a different ratio of reactants and reaction
roducts.

A serial gas flow configuration is a particularly interesting option
ith small fuel cell systems, e.g. designed for portable applications

n consumer electronics. Planar fuel cell stacks can thus be designed
n a single layer by sequentially feeding the fuel and/or the air
as streams through the individual cells [7,8]. The utilisation of a
erial gas flow configuration or the combination of a serial fuel gas
nd a parallel air gas configuration suggests itself for many of such
pplications. Such a configuration would combine the high utili-
ation rates of the serial fuel distribution approach with the high
toichiometry rates provided the low pressure-gradient parallel air
ow approach.

The gas flow configuration is an important aspect in the design
f a fuel cell stack, as the supply of educts as well as the removal of
eaction products have a significant impact on cell and stack oper-
tion and performance. The gas flow configuration therefore has to
e carefully chosen and optimised with respect to the requirements
f a specific application in order to provide an efficient and uniform
peration of each individual cell of a fuel cell stack.

The interdependence between cell and stack operation and the
nternal gas distribution approach is investigated within this paper.
his analysis is based on an experimental study made with a small
aboratory-scale fuel cell stack consisting of identical unit cells. The
nit cells were operated in a total of six different gas distribution
onfigurations. The results derived from these investigations pro-
ide a valuable insight into possibilities and limitations of different
as distribution configurations.

. Analysis

.1. Fuel cell performance degradation effects

The shelf life of a fuel cell system operated in a real-world appli-
ation essentially depends on two major aspects: durability and
tability [9]. A high durability enables fuel cell operation over long
eriods without complete system failures. The stability of a fuel
ell, however, is reflected by the performance degradation occur-
ing during as well as in-between the operational periods. Due to
he fact that the operational output voltage of a fuel cell is propor-
ional to the efficiency of the fuel-to-electric conversion process,
he performance of a fuel cell is normally represented by the out-
ut voltage available at the electrical terminals of a single cell or
tack. A low stability will therefore normally result in a reduction

f the operational fuel cell output voltage.

Basically, one can distinguish between a recoverable and unre-
overable degradation effect. Recoverable degradation effects are
aused by temporary and reversible changes in performance (e.g.
lectrode flooding; membrane drying; changes in the catalyst
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urface oxidation state). Degradation effects are unrecoverable
f corrective measures are not taken in time and the cell is
herefore irreversibly damaged (e.g. dissolution, migration or sin-
ering of the catalyst; oxidation of the carbon support material;
oss of catalyst–ionomer–reactant three-phase regions; membrane

eakening; delamination of MEA layers; holes in the mem-
rane; corrosion of the bipolar plates) [9–11]. A poor stability will

nevitably lead to a low durability and therefore limit the use of the
uel cell system in real-world applications.

Three effects causing performance degradation of polymer elec-
rolyte membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) are specifically investigated
ithin this work: electrode flooding, drying of the membrane and
epletion of reactants in the fuel and air gas streams. Each of these
ffects leads to an immediate but fully reversible loss in cell output
oltage as long as the cell is not subject to operation under extreme
ocal operating conditions. Blocking of gas channels may lead to
rreversible cell degradation due to the presence of extremely high
ocal current densities in the remaining operational active cell area.
aumgartner et al. [10], for instance, investigated the effect of fuel
ell operation at hydrogen starvation conditions with a laboratory
ell that is based on the same design that has also been applied
ith the unit cells applied within this work. Hydrogen starvation
ould, e.g. occur if parts of a cell or even a whole cell cannot be

upplied with sufficient quantities of fresh hydrogen because, e.g.
ater slugs block gas channels.

Baumgartner et al. measured significant carbon dioxide emis-
ions due to the presence of strong degradation effects under
ydrogen starvation operation when the whole current output of a
ell is generated in just a fraction of the total active cell area.

Effects causing irreversible cell performance degradation (e.g.
orrosion of the carbon catalyst support) or degradation phenom-
na only present with long-term operation of the cell (e.g. migration
r sintering of the catalyst particles) are not considered in this work.

The interdependencies between the three aforementioned per-
ormance degradation effects are shown in Fig. 1. Within this work,
he fuel cell performance is considered to be directly proportional
o the operational cell or stack output voltage available for certain
perating conditions. As mentioned above, this is due to the fact
hat the efficiency of a fuel cell is proportional to the operational
utput voltage; a loss in operational output voltage will increase
he fuel consumption required to provide a certain electrical output
ower. Losses associated with balance of plant components such as
ompressors or blowers are not considered within this work.

Depletion of reactants in the fuel and air gas streams leads to a
eduction in fuel cell output voltage because the Nernst potential
s reduced [12], and mass transport limitations result in additional
oncentration overvoltages that further reduce the operational out-
ut voltage of the cell or stack [13–16]. Electrode flooding and
rying of the membrane are directly related to the water balance
etween membrane, electrodes and the (externally humidified)
uel and air gas streams [17,18]. If too much water (vapour) is
resent within the cell or stack, water vapour can condensate and
artially or even fully block the porous gas diffusion electrodes and
he gas channels. This will hamper or even fully prevent the supply
f fresh reactants to the electrochemically active sites [19].

The opposite effect can occur if a low-temperature PEMFC does
ot hold sufficient quantities of water. In this case, the mem-
rane can dry out and the ohmic drop across the membrane will

ncrease significantly [20–22]. Membrane drying can even lead to
rreversible degradation effects, e.g. if certain regions of a cell or cer-

ain cells of a stack (e.g. the cells located in the middle of a stack) are
verheated because the heat produced by ohmic heating cannot be
emoved efficiently [23].

Countermeasures exist to reduce the losses associated with each
f the three aforementioned effects. A loss in fuel cell output voltage
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cies are the key in determining possibilities and limitations of the
different fuel cell stack internal gas flow configurations, as pre-
sented in Fig. 2.
Fig. 1. Investigated performance degradation phenomena caus

ue to depletion of active reactants in the fuel and air gas streams
an often be significantly reduced or even eliminated by increasing
he stoichiometry of the fuel and air gas streams. Thus, more active
eactants are supplied to the cell and the average concentration of
uel and oxygen in the active cell regions can be increased. Electrode
ooding can be avoided by increasing the gas flow rates and/or by
educing the relative humidity (r.h.) of the input gas streams. Thus,
ore product water can be removed out of the cell by the output gas

treams. The opposite has to be done to avoid drying of the polymer
lectrolyte membrane. In this case, the input gas flow rate can be
educed and/or the relative humidity of the input gas streams can
e increased. Thus, the net removal of water out of the fuel cell can
e reduced and sufficient quantities of water can remain within the
ell to keep the polymer electrolyte membrane well-humidified.

.2. Operating parameters

Basically, there are four different variables in fuel cell operation
hat can be modified to maximise the fuel cell output voltage for a
iven cell output current: fuel and air stoichiometry as well as the
elative humidity of the fuel and air input gas streams. Within this
tudy, we assume that the temperature of the fuel and air input gas
treams is equal to the controlled and constant temperature of the
uel cell stack; if this was not the case, the temperatures of the input
as streams as well as the fuel cell stack could also be modified. This
as not considered within this study, though.

Moving up from individual cell- to stack-level, an additional
ariable determining the operational stack output voltage is avail-
ble: the internal gas flow configuration of the stack. Basically,
hree different approaches in fuel cell stack gas flow configuration
re possible: a parallel gas flow configuration where each cell is
upplied with identical input gas streams; a serial gas flow config-
ration where the output gas stream of one cell is utilised as input
as stream of the downstream cell; and finally a mixed gas flow
onfiguration where some of the cells are installed in a parallel,
nd some of the cells are installed in a serial gas flow configuration.
ssuming that the flow field patterns of the anode and cathode elec-
rode are identical, each configuration can be operated in a co-flow
ode (fuel and air gas streams flow into the same direction) or in a

ounter-flow mode (fuel and air gas streams flow into the opposite
irections). If the flow field patterns of the anode and cathode are
ot identical, a distinction between co- and counter-flow mode is
immediate and reversible loss in cell or stack output voltage.

ossible by comparing the general flow direction of the fuel and air
as streams. The laboratory-scale single cells utilised within this
tudy have identical flow field patterns on the anode and cathode
lectrode. The cells can thus be operated in co- and counter-flow
ode.
The internal gas flow configuration has a significant impact on

he operational characteristics of the individual cells and the overall
uel cell stack, respectively. Considering that in an all-serial config-
ration all of the active reactants of the downstream cells as well
s the product water of all upstream cells has to be transported
hrough a single cell, this will obviously result in a completely dif-
erent fuel and air stoichiometry as well as water balance than in an
ll-parallel configuration, where each cell is supplied with identical
as streams.

The focus of this work is to investigate the variation in fuel cell
tack performance as a function of the internal gas flow configu-
ation for different values of stoichiometry and relative humidity
f the fuel and air input gas streams. Thus, the interdependencies
etween cell and stack performance and a total of six investigated
as flow configurations can be investigated. These interdependen-
Fig. 2. Fuel cell operating parameters investigated within this study.
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Fig. 3. Schematic view of the six different internal stack gas flow configurations (black arrows corresponds to the anode flow direction; grey arrows correspond to the air
flow direction). Stack setup 1: all-parallel gas flow configuration of five cells, counter-flow mode. (b) Stack setup 2: all-parallel gas flow configuration of five cells, co-flow
mode. (c) Stack setup 3: serial gas flow configuration of four parallel and one single cell in counter-flow mode. (d) Stack setup 4: serial gas flow configuration of three and
two parallel cells in counter-flow mode. (e) Stack setup 5: all-serial gas flow configuration of four cells, counter-flow mode. (f) Stack setup 6: all-serial gas flow configuration
of four cells, co-flow mode.
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a function of the operating conditions. All fuel cell stack configu-
ig. 4. (a) Schematic view of the fuel cell stack; (b) picture of the fuel cell stack prior
o installation; (c) picture of the flow field plate.

.3. Internal fuel cell stack gas flow configurations

Different gas flow configurations were investigated within this
ork by varying the interconnections of the individual and identical

ells within the fuel cell stack. The fuel and air gas streams of the
ndividual cells were interconnected in a serial and/or parallel gas
ow configuration. The six fuel cell stack gas flow configurations
hown in Fig. 3 were investigated within this work. The different

uel cell stack configurations were only modified with respect to
he fuel and air gas flow configurations; the individual cells were
lways electrically operated in a serial configuration, as mentioned
bove.

r
9
s
2

urces 185 (2008) 248–260

Stack setups 1 and 2 are all-parallel gas flow configurations
perated in co- and counter-flow mode. Stack setups 5 and 6 are
ll-serial gas flow configurations operated in counter- and co-flow
ode. Stack setups 3 and 4 are mixed setups, comprising of a par-

llel section of four (setup 3) and three (setup 4) cells operated in
arallel, and one (setup 3) and two (setup 4) cells in serial gas flow
onfiguration. Setups 3 and 4 were included in this investigation
ecause a serial configuration of one or more fuel cell modules –
ach module comprising of a set of individual cells operated in a
arallel configuration – is a feasible option that might be a good
rade-off between an all-parallel and an all-serial gas flow config-
ration.

Setups 1–4 were investigated with stacks comprising of five
ndividual laboratory-scale cells. The fifth cell had to be removed
rom the stack before measuring setups 5 and 6 due to the pres-
nce of a hydrogen leak in the cell manifold. Setups 5 and 6
ere therefore only investigated with a stack comprising of four

ndividuals cells. A direct comparison of the operational charac-
eristics measured with stack setups 1–6 is nevertheless possible
ecause the stoichiometry of the fuel and air input gas streams
as always determined for the actual consumption, i.e. as a func-

ion of cell output current, individual cell area, and the number
f individual cells installed in the stack. Absolute input gas flow
ates of water, active species and nitrogen in setups 5 and 6 were
herefore 20% smaller than in setups 1–4. The fact that a dif-
erent number of cells has been used in the measurements of
tack setups 5 and 6 is therefore not of significant relevance when
omparing and analysing general trends in operating conditions
nd cell performance. The resolution of the results determined
ith the all-serial setups is, however, slightly reduced because the

ffects can only be monitored in four instead of five individual unit
ells.

Each of the fuel cell stack setups 1–6 was operated at a uniform
tack temperature of 70 ◦C (the cell temperatures were controlled
y a water cooling system), and a constant fuel stoichiometry (�fuel)
f 1.5 was applied with all measurements. The stoichiometry rate
as always computed with respect to the overall fuel cell stack con-

umption and not with respect to the consumption of the individual
ell(s) the input gas was supplied to; the gas input cell of a serial
as flow configuration was therefore supplied with stoichiometry
ates in excess of 1.5, whereas cells operated in all-parallel configu-
ations were supplied with a fuel stoichiometry rate of exactly 1.5,
or instance.

The constant fuel stoichiometry of 1.5 was chosen because this
alue is the standard value applied with all PEMFC measurements
ade within the authors’ laboratory investigations. The fuel stoi-

hiometry is generally rather chosen for a specific fuel cell system
r application (e.g. open loop or closed loop anode gas feed) and not
or specific operating conditions. Due to the fact that the supply of
ydrogen is often limited to the volume stored within a storage ves-
el, the hydrogen stoichiometry will normally rather be minimised
or a specific application, rather than choosing a higher stoichiom-
try that will inevitably result in a lower utilisation rate if an open
oop fuel gas feed is applied. The stoichiometry of the air flow, on
he other hand, can be varied over a wide range due to the unlimited
upply of ambient air.

The relative humidity of the fuel and air input gas streams as
ell as the stoichiometry of the air input gas stream were changed
ithin the measurement series to investigate the interdependen-

ies between single cell and overall fuel cell stack performance as
ations were operated with relative humidities of 0/90%, 60/60%,
0/90% (relative humidity of the fuel/air input gas streams). The
toichiometry of the air flow (�air) was set to values of 1.4, 1.8, 2.2,
.6 and 3.0.
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Table 1
Overview of cell and stack properties

MEA GORE PRIMEA 5620 Series
Active cell area 25 cm2

Platinum content, anode 0.4 mgPt cm−2

Platinum content, cathode 0.6 mgPt cm−2

Gas diffusion layer SGL Carbon Group GDL 24BC
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Table 3
Accuracy of experimental procedure

Accuracy of the potential measurement ±0.1%/±1 mV
Accuracy of the current measurement ±0.25%
Accuracy of the H2 flow rate ±3% of full scale (incl. linearity)
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impedance measurement station consisting of an IM6ex Electro-
ipolar plate Machined from SGL Carbon Group PPG 86
low field Quadruple serpentine, two bends
hermal control Water cooling system installed in bipolar plates

The different stack setups were subsequently analysed by com-
aring the current/voltage characteristics of the individual cells and
he fuel cell stack.

. Experimental set-up and procedure

.1. Experimental set-up

All of the measurements were made with a laboratory-scale
EMFC stack consisting of a number of individual cells (five individ-
al cells were utilised with stack setups 1–4; four individual cells
ere utilised with stack setups 5 and 6, as discussed above). The

ingle cells were developed and manufactured within the authors’
aboratory and have an active cell area of 25 cm2 each. These
aboratory-scale single cells are utilized with a wide range of dif-
erent investigations within the authors’ research facility [24–26].
ach individual cell has a water-based thermal management system
o maintain a constant temperature of 70 ◦C during operation. Com-

ercially available membrane electrode assemblies (MEAs) were
pplied within this work.

The individual cells were electrically connected in series with
ll investigated stack setups. Each individual cell has separate input
nd output lines for the fuel and air gas streams. Thus, a quick and
asy switching between different gas flow configurations is possi-
le by simply connecting the different input and output lines of the

ndividual cells in the desired serial and/or parallel gas flow con-
guration. The stack therefore does not have to be disassembled
etween measuring different gas flow configurations.

The individual cells are electrically connected in series and
nstalled between two steel end plates. A schematic view of the
uel cell stack is shown in Fig. 4a The fully assembled fuel cell stack
s shown in Fig. 4b prior to installation in the test rig. As can be
een in Fig. 4b, the fuel and air input lines, the water cooling sys-
em as well as the sockets of the cell voltage measurement were
ot yet interfaced to the stack. Apart from that, the stack was ready

or operation.
A picture of the flow field plate with the quadruple-line serpen-

ine flow field layout is shown in Fig. 4c.
The labels shown in Fig. 4a–c indicate: (1) gas inlet line; (2a, 3a)

ooling water inlet lines; (2b, 3b) cooling water outlet lines; (4) gas
utlet line; (5) flap on the current collector plate for the cell voltage
easurement.

An overview of cell and stack properties is presented in Table 1.
The cells were sealed with two 180-�m thick silicon seals and

xed with six screws and disc springs to provide a reproducible
ompression force over the whole cell area.

able 2
verview of measurement equipment

lectrochemical workstation Zahner Elektrik IM6ex (for control of PP240)
otentiostat Zahner Elektrik PP240
ass flow controller H2 M + W Instruments D-5111
ass flow controller air Bronkhorst Low-�p-Flow F-202D
umidity input gas streams Computed from water temperature in humidifiers

c

s

T
R

C
F
A
F
A
A
C

eproducibility of the H2 flow rate ±0.5% of full scale
ccuracy of the air flow rate ±1% of full scale (incl. linearity)
epeatability of the air flow rate <0.2% of reading

.2. Experimental procedure

The anode and cathode flow fields of the individual cells were
upplied with humidified hydrogen and humidified air, respec-
ively. Both input gas streams were supplied to the cells at
ear-ambient pressure. Slight overpressures were only present due
o the pressure loss induced by the gas flow within the flow fields
nd the inter-cell gas connectors (if present). The experimental
etup did not enable a direct measurement of the pressure drop
equired to push the gas streams through the individual cells. An
stimate of this pressure drop can be derived on the basis of the
nput gas flow rates; the input gas flow rates are roughly propor-
ional to the number of cells supplied in series. Strictly speaking,
his is only true when comparing parallel cells and the first cell
f a serial configuration; downstream cells operated in a serial
onfiguration can receive slightly different gas flow rates as the
onsumption of the upstream cell(s) has to be considered. Switch-
ng from a five-cell all-parallel setup to a five-cell all-serial setup

ill therefore roughly increase the velocities of the fuel and air
as streams by a factor of five. The Reynolds number will there-
ore also be correspondingly increased by a factor of five. Based
n the (strongly simplified) assumption of an ideal laminar flow
egime, the pressure drop will therefore also increase by a factor of
ve. This is just a very simplified estimate, but nevertheless pro-
ides a rough guideline for evaluating the results presented in the
ollowing.

Input gas flow rates and humidification levels were controlled
ith an automated fuel cell test station also developed and man-
factured in the authors’ laboratory [24,25]. An overview of the
easurement equipment applied with the investigation is pre-

ented in Table 2. An analysis of the measured properties is
resented in Table 3.

An overview of the reference operating parameters utilised with
he measurements is presented in Table 4. If operating parame-
ers are not specifically given with the results presented in this
aper, the reference operating parameters presented in Table 3
ere applied.

This test rig has two heated bubble humidifiers for input gas
umidification and is capable of supplying mixtures of hydrogen,
itrogen and oxygen utilising computerized mass flow controllers
t a given mass flow rate.

Electrical properties were measured with a Zahner Elektrik
hemical Workstation and an add-on PP240 Power Potentiostat.
The gas flow rate was controlled and supplied for the whole

tack and not for each cell individually. A system-immanent mald-

able 4
eference operating parameters

ell temperature 70 ◦C
uel stoichiometry 1.5
ir stoichiometry 2.2
uel pressure 1 bar abs.
ir pressure 1 bar abs.
node dry gas molar fraction H2: 1.0
athode dry gas molar fraction O2: 0.21; N2: 0.79
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stribution of the gas flow rates supplied to the individual cells due
o differences in cell components and design was avoided as far as
ossible by carefully machining identical cells with identical gas
istribution lines. A time-dependent maldistribution, e.g. due to
ondensation of water in the offgas lines or due to accumulation
ithin the cells and MEAs, however, cannot be completely avoided
ith the investigated setup [5].

The measurements were started after an MEA activation proce-
ure at which the cells were operated in six consecutive cycles. Each
ycle consisted of a 30-min operation at 10 A, 30 min operation at
0 A and 1 min operation at open circuit voltage (OCV) mode.

Current/voltage characteristics measured with the different
tack setups and operating conditions were only considered with
he subsequent analyses if stable operation of each cell could be
chieved. If stable operating conditions could not be achieved with
ne or more of the cells, the respective measurements were neither
onsidered in the subsequent analyses nor with the plots presented
ithin this paper.

. Results and discussion

.1. Cell and stack performance as a function of internal gas flow
onfiguration

Individual cell and overall stack performance of stack setups 1–6
re analyzed and compared in the following. In order to enable a
imple visual distinction between the measured cell characteristics
f different stack setups, averaged current/voltage characteristics
re computed for all individual cells of a specific stack setup that
ere operated in parallel gas flow configuration. Individual cells

perated in parallel receive identical input gas flow streams, and
heir current/voltage characteristics are therefore almost identical.
lotting the current/voltage curve of each individual cell of a paral-
el gas flow configuration separately would therefore only provide
edundant information.

Stack setups 1 and 2 are therefore only plotted with one cur-
ent/voltage curve each, as all five cells were operated in an
ll-parallel gas flow configuration. Two current/voltage curves are
lotted for stack setups 3 and 4, as both of these stack setups feature
arallel cells and one (setup 3) or two (setup 4) cells in a serial gas
ow configuration. All of the cells operated in stack setups 5 and
are plotted individually as there are no cells in parallel gas flow

onfiguration in these two stack setups.
The following notation is applied within the plots: ‘setup

/cY–Z’. X denotes the stack setup (setups 1–6 as shown in Fig. 3).
Y–Z specifies that the curve gives the averaged cell output voltage
f cells Y–Z of the investigated stack setup X. A curve denoted setup
/c1–4 therefore shows the averaged cell output voltage of cells one
o four operated in stack setup 3, for instance.

The current/voltage characteristics presented in Figs. 5 and 6
ere made at constant operating conditions (stack temperature of

0 ◦C, hydrogen stoichiometry of 1.5, air stoichiometry of 2.2 and
0/90% relative humidity of the fuel/air input gas streams).

A comparison of the averaged cell voltages for stack setups 1–6
s presented in Fig. 5.

The measurements revealed that stack setup 3 provides the
ighest average cell output voltage for all investigated stack out-
ut currents. The current/voltage characteristics of stack setups 1,
and 4 show very similar characteristics. Stack setup 4, the second
tack setup with mixed gas flow configuration besides stack setup
, provided the highest output voltages of these three stack setups

n high current density operation. The lowest average cell output
oltages are provided by stack setups 5, one of the two all-serial
onfigurations. Stack setup 6, the second all-serial gas flow con-

m
c
a
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ig. 5. Comparison of averaged cell output voltages for stack setups 1–6 (70 ◦C stack
emperature, �fuel = 1.5, �air = 2.2, 90/90% r.h. fuel/air input gas streams).

guration provides significantly higher output voltages than stack
etup 5.

In order to investigate differences in the current/voltage charac-
eristics of the six different gas flow configurations, the three pairs
f related stack setups (i.e. the two all-parallel setups 1 and 2, the
wo mixed setups 3 and 4 and the two all-serial setups 5 and 6) are
ndividually analysed and compared in the following.

.1.1. All-parallel gas flow configurations 1 and 2
The measurements only showed a very small difference in cur-

ent/voltage characteristics between the averaged cell voltages of
tack setups 1 and 2, as presented in Fig. 6(a).

The current/voltage curves of stack setups 1 and 2 are almost
dentical for stack currents up to 10 A. If higher currents are
rawn from the stack, co-flow operation (stack setup 2) provides

ower average cell output voltages than counter-flow operation
stack setup 1). This slight advantage of the counter- over the
o-flow mode is only valid for the investigated operating parame-
ers (stoichiometry rates, input gas stream humidification), though.

easurements made with a different set of operating conditions
howed contrary results, as presented with the results of the
umidity-dependent investigations, for instance.

The slight advantage of counter- over co-flow operation mea-
ured with the investigated set of operating conditions at high
utput currents could be due to a better water balance of the cells in
ounter-flow mode. In co-flow operation, the membrane is consid-
rably better humidified in the outlet than in the inlet region due to
roduct water uptake, particularly if the cell is operated with high
urrent densities. This leads to considerable variations in the cur-
ent density distribution, as the membrane water content is directly
elated to the conductivity and inversely related to the ohmic drop
cross the membrane. This effect can often be reduced if the cell is
perated in counter-flow mode. The membrane is then again bet-
er humidified in the air outlet region due to product water uptake,
ut the fuel inlet gas stream enters the fuel cell in a cell region
here the membrane is already well-humidified and can thus be

internally humidified’ by the membrane. The more homogenous
istribution of water over the active cell area (and the resulting

ore homogenous current density distribution) could explain why

ounter-flow operation of the cells provides higher cell output volt-
ges than co-flow operation. The differences in average cell output
oltages are relatively small between stack setups 1 and 2; the
ffect of switching from co- to counter-flow mode does therefore
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ig. 6. Comparison of averaged cell output voltages for stack setups 1 and 2 (a); 3
nd 4 (b); 5 and 6 (c) (70 ◦C stack temperature, �fuel = 1.5, �air = 2.2, 90/90% r.h. fuel/air
nput gas streams).

ot change the cell performance dramatically in an all-parallel gas

ow configuration with the given set of operating conditions.

.1.2. All-serial gas flow configurations 5 and 6
The two all-serial stack setups 5 and 6, on the other hand, show

ignificant variations in single cell output voltages and one common
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rend determining the individual cell performance within the stack,
s shown in Fig. 6(c). The common trend among both stack setups
s that the individual cell voltages are primarily determined by the
ydrogen flow rate in the fuel gas stream. Cells located near the
uel inlet generally have high cell output voltages in co- as well as
n counter-flow mode. Cell number four (i.e. the cell with the fuel
nlet in both stack setups) therefore has the highest cell voltages in
etups 5 and 6, respectively.

The gradual consumption of hydrogen along the anode flow
irection, reducing the bulk flow velocity of the anode gas streams,

eads to a significant reduction in cell output voltages. The fuel out-
et cell number four has an output voltage <400 mV in both stack
etups, whereas the fuel inlet cell number one has output voltages
600 mV at 25 A operation in both all-serial stack setups. A compar-
son of the two stack setups reveals a slight advantage of the co-flow
tack setup 6 over the counter-flow stack setup 5, particularly with
he fuel outlet cell number one. Cell operation is therefore clearly
ominated by the hydrogen flow rate in the fuel gas stream; this
an also be derived from the fact that the fuel inlet cells of stack
etups 5 and 6 – being operated with very high values of hydro-
en stoichiometry – have higher cell output voltages than in the
ll-parallel gas flow setups 1 and 2. The opposite effect is derived
or the fuel outlet cells of the all-serial configurations. Here, the
ll-parallel gas flow stack setups performed better than the stacks
ith an all-serial flow configuration.

.1.3. Mixed gas flow configurations 3 and 4
Cell voltages for the mixed gas flow setups 3 and 4 are com-

ared in Fig. 6(b). As with the all-serial setups 5 and 6, the fuel inlet
ells again have significantly higher cell output voltages than the
uel outlet cells. Stack setup 3 (four cells in parallel and one cell
n serial gas flow configuration) has slightly higher averaged cells
oltages than stack setup 4 (three cells in parallel and two cells
n serial gas flow configuration). Due to the fact that the averaged
ell output voltages measured with stack setups 3 and 4 are also
igher than the averaged cell output voltages measured with the
ll-parallel setups 1 and 2, the mixed operation of cells in paral-
el and serial gas flow configuration seems beneficial – again for
he investigated operating parameters and cell configurations –
ith respect to the averaged cell output voltage achieved with the

nvestigated laboratory-scale PEMFC stack.
The reason for this could be that the fuel and air stoichiometry

s well as the total gas pressure present with the inlet cells of stack
etups 3 and 4 are (slightly) higher than with stack setups 1 and 2.
his is due to the fact that the fuel and air gas streams for the cells
perated in serial gas flow configuration (i.e. cell number five in
tack setup 3 and cells number four and five in stack setup 4) have
o be transported through the inlet cells operated in a parallel gas
ow configuration (i.e. cells one to four in stack setup 3 and cells one
o three in stack setup 4). The overall balance of water content in

embrane and electrodes, the supply with fresh fuel and air as well
s the slightly higher pressure drop obviously results in the average
ell of the mixed serial/parallel stack setups 3 and 4 being operated
ore efficiently, i.e. with higher average cell output voltages—than

n the all-parallel stack setups 1 and 2.

.2. Individual cell and stack performance as a function of fuel
nd air input gas stream humidification

The water balance has a significant impact on performance,

tability and lifetime of fuel cells. This is particularly true for low-
emperature PEMFCs [27]. The protonic conductivity of polymer
lectrolyte membranes such as Nafion is proportional to the mem-
rane water content [20]. Drying of the membrane during operation
hould therefore be avoided at all times in order to minimise the
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embrane resistance and thus maximise the operational fuel cell
utput voltage.

Liquid water can either be produced within the cell (i.e. elec-
rochemical product water generated within the cathode electrode
ctive layer) or it can also be formed within the anode and cath-
de electrodes and flow fields (i.e. condensed water vapour). The
resence of liquid water in electrodes and flow fields can result

n significant gas transport limitations and thus cause a loss in
perational fuel cell output voltage [28].

A good balance between dehydration of the polymer electrolyte
embrane (membrane drying) and the formation of liquid water

n the electrodes (electrode flooding) has therefore got to be found.
The water balance of PEMFCs is essentially governed by four

ey factors: water being transported into the cell or stack by
he (externally) humidified input gas streams, product water gen-
ration by the electrochemical reaction proceeding within the
athode electrode active layer, cross-membrane liquid water trans-
ort from the anode to the cathode electrode due to electro-osmotic
rag, and back-diffusion of liquid water from the cathode to
he anode electrode due liquid water concentration gradients
20,29].

Ciureanu [29] found that for a stack being operated with exter-
al cathode input gas humidification, the membrane resistance is
omparably small and not strongly linked to the presence of an
xternal anode input gas stream humidification. If the stack is oper-
ted with a dry cathode input gas stream, however, the membrane
esistance is high at low current densities and decreases only with
n increase in current densities and thus a higher product water
eneration rate.

Ciureanu also found a significant increase in membrane resis-
ance after intermittently cutting off the cathode input gas stream
umidification, and a relatively small increase in membrane
esistance after intermittently cutting off the anode input gas
tream humidification. The resistance of the polymer electrolyte
embrane is therefore primarily dominated by the water concen-

ration at the cathode electrode/membrane interface. We therefore
hose to apply external cathode input gas humidification with
ll three input gas humidification cases investigated within this
tudy.

The current/voltage characteristics measured for the
umidification-dependent investigations were made at a stack
emperature of 70 ◦C, a hydrogen stoichiometry of 1.5 and an air
toichiometry of 2.2. Three different input gas humidification
ases were investigated: 0/90%, 60/60%, 90/90% r.h. of the fuel/air
nput gas streams. Results of these investigations are compiled in
ig. 7(a–c) for all six stack setups and stack output currents of 0 A
OCV mode), 5 A and 20 A.

.2.1. OCV mode operation
The OCV mode plot, Fig. 7(a), shows that the mixed paral-

el/serial stack setups 3 and 4 have the highest OCVs at all three
nvestigated humidification cases. The all-serial stack setups 5 and
have slightly smaller OCVs and the all-parallel stack setups 1 and
have the lowest OCVs. The reason why the all-parallel stack setups
ave the lowest OCVs might be that a smaller pressure drop is
equired to push the fuel and air gas streams through an all-parallel
tack setup than through a stack setup with a serial configuration.
he fact that the stack setups featuring an all-serial gas flow config-
ration – having the largest pressure drop of all investigated stack

etups (stack setups 5 and 6) – do not have the highest OCVs indi-
ates that gas pressure levels alone cannot explain the differences
n OCVs. A more complex interdependence between OCVs, fuel and
ir gas pressures and membrane water content therefore suggests
tself.

m
t
o
a

ig. 7. Comparison of averaged cell output voltages for the six stack setups and 0 A
a), 5 A (b) and 20 A (c) output current (70 ◦C stack temperature, �fuel = 1.5, �air = 2.2).

.2.2. Low current density operation
Two general trends can be derived from the measurements
ade for stack operation with a net stack output current: firstly,
here are obviously two groups of stack setups. Group one consists
f stack setups 3, 1 and 2 (written in the order of magnitude of the
verage cell output voltage). Group two consists of stack setups 4,
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and 5 (again written in the order of the magnitude of the average
ell output voltage).

The average cell output voltage of the group one setups at 5 A and
0 A output current show V-like characteristics in the humidity-
ependent plots, as shown in Fig. 7(b) and (c). Peak output voltages
f the group one stack setups are derived for the measurements
ade at 90/90% relative humidity of the fuel/air input gas stream,

ollowed by the 0/90% measurements. The smallest cell output volt-
ges are derived for the 60/60% measurements.

Stack setups 1–3 are primarily parallel gas flow-dominated stack
etups (setups 1 and 2 are all-parallel gas flow configurations, setup
has four cells in parallel and only one cell in serial gas flow con-
guration). Due to the lack of a strong serial gas flow component,
he water balance of the cells is therefore obviously governed by
he external humidification of the air input gas stream. The average
ell output voltage of the group one stack setups thus seems to be
overned by air input gas humidification. Only a minor dependence
n fuel input gas humidification is present. This can be seen in the
A plot (Fig. 7b) and even more so in the 20 A plot (Fig. 7c) where

he average cell output voltages measured for 0/90% are slightly
maller than for 90/90% due to the aforementioned relevance of
uel input gas humidification with high output current operation
f the fuel cell stack.

External humidification of the fuel input gas stream is
herefore primarily required with the investigated parallel gas flow-
ominated stack setups if high output currents are drawn from the
ell. This goes in line with the current understanding of water trans-
ort models developed for low-temperature polymer electrolyte
embranes such as Nafion, predicting a dehydration of the anode

lectrode/membrane interface at high current density operation
ue to electro-osmotic drag of water molecules from the anode to
he cathode electrode [20–22].

Slightly different results are derived for the second group, the
erial gas flow-dominated stack setups 4, 5 and 6 (5 and 6 are all-
erial configurations, 4 has three cells in parallel and two cells
n serial gas flow configuration). In case of this group of stack
etups, minimum cell output voltages are derived for the 0/90%
ase, medium output voltages are derived for the 60/60% case and
aximum output voltages are again derived for the 90/90% case.
Contrary to what is derived for the parallel gas flow-dominated

tack setups, a lack of fuel input gas humidification directly results
n a significant reduction of the average cell output voltage. This is
n unexpected result, as one might have suspected that a reduced
nput gas humidification would be beneficial with serial gas flow-
ominated setups due to the significant product water uptake along
he gas flow through the cells particularly at high current density
peration. This is obviously not the case with the measured char-
cteristics of the serial gas flow-dominated stack setups, as the
aximum input gas humidification rates of the fuel and air gas

treams also result in the maximum cell output voltages with the
erial gas flow-dominated stack setups.

.2.3. High current density operation
At high current density operation, fuel input gas stream humid-

fication seems to be particularly important for the serial gas
ow-dominated stack setups 4–6. The parallel gas flow-dominated
tack configurations 1–3 only show a slight dependence on anode
nput gas humidification with high current density operation, as

entioned above. This difference between serial and parallel gas
ow-dominated stack setups is due to the complex interaction

etween input gas humidification and product water uptake as well
s membrane water content and electrode flooding presented in
ig. 1.

This can also be seen when comparing the individual cell output
oltages of stack setups 5 and 6 for 90/90% input gas humidifica-

a
m

s
w

ig. 8. Comparison of single cell output voltages for stack setups 5 and 6 (70 ◦C stack
emperature, �fuel = 1.5, �air = 2.2, 0/90% r.h. fuel/air).

ion, shown in Fig. 6c, and 0/90% input gas humidification shown in
ig. 8. Stack configurations and operating conditions are identical,
he only difference between these two plots is the presence (Fig. 6c)
r lacking (Fig. 8) of external fuel input gas stream humidification.

In Fig. 6c, the single cell voltages for stack setups 5 and 6 are com-
ared for 90/90% relative humidity of the fuel/air input gas streams.
he output voltages of the individual cells are primarily governed
y the hydrogen content of the fuel gas stream, as discussed above.
ell number four (the fuel inlet cell) has the highest output volt-
ges in both stack setups 5 and 6, whereas cell number one (the
uel outlet cell) has the lowest output voltages. Cell output volt-
ges measured with stack setup 5 (counter-flow mode) are slightly
maller than those measured with stack setup 6 (co-flow mode).

Similar characteristics are also derived with the 0/90% relative
umidity measurements of stack setups 5 and 6 shown in Fig. 8.

n case of dry fuel input gas stream operation (i.e. without fuel
nput gas stream external humidification), the performance of the
ndividual cells is generally lower than with external fuel input gas
tream humidification (Fig. 6c). Stack setup 5 (counter-flow mode)
s again slightly better than stack setup 6 (co-flow mode).

One major difference can be derived from the current/voltage
haracteristics plotted in Fig. 8: the cell voltage of fuel outlet cell
umber one of stack setup 5 (counter-flow mode) is almost 300 mV
maller than with stack setup 6 (co-flow mode) at an output cur-
ent of 25 A. The fuel outlet cell of stack setup 5 receives the fresh
nput air stream and the fuel gas stream previously fed through
ells one to three. The combination of a fresh air gas stream (no
roduct water uptake from upstream cells) and the initially dry
uel input gas stream previously passing through cells one to three
efore being fed into cell four obviously results in the presence of
ignificant membrane drying effects in cell number one, and – to a
maller degree – also in cell number two. These membrane drying
ffects result in a very large ohmic drop across the membrane, as
an be seen in Fig. 8 where the linear region of cell number one of
tack setup 5 is significantly sharper declined than with the same
ell operated in stack setup 6.

The cell output voltage available with cells number one and two
n stack setup 5 (counter-flow mode) at high output current oper-

tion is thus significantly smaller than with stack setup 6 (co-flow
ode).
These strong interactions between water balance and gas

treams can be directly seen in a serial gas flow configuration,
here product water generation, water uptake by the air gas stream
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nd cross-membrane liquid water transport phenomena are locally
eparated by the utilisation of individual cells. In a parallel gas flow
onfiguration, similar phenomena will not occur between individ-
al cells, but between the inlet and outlet region of each cell. The
agnitude of this effect is, however, often reduced due to the pres-

nce of a single membrane, and the possibility of choosing flow field
atterns with the anode and cathode electrode that aid in distribut-

ng the membrane water content – as well as the current density
istribution – over the active cell area as evenly as possible.

Applying a prudent flow field design for the anode and the
athode electrode, the operation of a PEMFC can be made more
omogenously, e.g. by avoiding strong cross-membrane liquid
ater transport from the anode to the cathode electrode that might

esult in dehydration of the anode electrode/membrane interface.
his can obviously not be made when a number of individual cells
re arranged in a serial gas flow configuration.

This is one of the most important differences between a serial
nd a parallel gas flow-dominated fuel cell stack configuration: in a
arallel gas flow-dominated stack configuration, fuel and air supply
s well as water balance essentially have to be solved and optimised
n cell-level. This is not the case with a serial gas flow-dominated
tack configuration: fuel and air supply as well as each cell’s water
alance do not only have to be solved appropriately on cell but also
n stack-level, as each individual cell operated in a serial gas flow
onfiguration is directly affected by the operation of each upstream
ell, and directly affects the operation of each downstream cell. This
akes a prudent stack design more challenging, particularly if the

tack is supposed to be operated dynamically with quickly changing
lectric load requirements.

.3. Individual cell and stack performance as a function of air
toichiometry

The air stoichiometry generally has a significant impact on
he water balance of low-temperature PEMFCs, particularly in
emoving electrochemical product water generated in the cathode
lectrode active layer out of the cell assembly. Low-temperature
EMFCs are therefore often operated with relatively high air stoi-
hiometry rates in order to provide cell operation in a stable (e.g. no
uctuations in cell output voltage due to intermediate or perma-
ent blocking of individual gas channels in the anode and cathode
ow fields) and efficient (i.e. maximum output voltages) way [30].

The stoichiometry of the air gas stream has a direct impact on
uel cell performance not only by supplying fresh oxygen to the elec-
rochemically active sites, but also by influencing the water content
f the polymer electrolyte membrane and – primarily at high cur-
ent density operation – causing or removing electrode flooding
ffects within the cathode electrode [1].

In order to analyse the effect of air stoichiometry on individ-
al cell and stack operation, the averaged cell output voltages for
ll six investigated stack configurations are presented in Fig. 9(a)
nd (b) for output currents of 5 A and 20 A. The current/voltage
haracteristics were again made at a stack temperature of 70 ◦C
nd 90/90% relative humidity of the fuel/air input gas streams. A
onstant hydrogen stoichiometry of 1.5 was applied with all mea-
urements; the oxygen stoichiometry was set to values of 1.4, 1.8,
.2, 2.6 and 3.0.

.3.1. Low current density operation
An increase in averaged cell output voltages with air stoi-
hiometry is derived with most investigated stack setups. A slight
ifference is derived between all-parallel and mixed gas flow
onfigurations (i.e. stack setups 1–4) and all-serial gas flow configu-
ations (i.e. stack setups 5 and 6). All-serial gas flow configurations
end to show a significant and gradual increase in averaged cell

a
w
t
t
s

ig. 9. Comparison of single cell output voltages for stack setups 1–6 and stack cur-
ents of 5 A (a) and 20 A (b) (70 ◦C stack temperature, �fuel = 1.5, 90/90% r.h. fuel/air).

oltages with air stoichiometry at low current density operation,
s shown in the 5 A plot presented in Fig. 9(a).

The average cell output voltages of the all-parallel and mixed gas
ow configurations also increases with air stoichiometry in case of
A output current operation, but this increase is less significant

han with the all-serial gas flow configurations. Cell output volt-
ges even tend to peak at rather low stoichiometry rates with the
ll-parallel and mixed gas flow stack setups, and become slightly
maller when even higher stoichiometry rates are applied. Choos-
ng high values of air stoichiometry does therefore not necessarily
ead to an increase in cell output voltages in case of the all-parallel
nd mixed gas flow configurations. This is even more so when con-
idering that an increase in air stoichiometry will also result in a
igher auxiliary load of the air compressor.

The variation of stack performance with air stoichiometry seems
o be governed by the interdependence between oxygen supply and
ater balance of the individual cells. In an all-serial gas flow con-
guration, the air stream has to remove the product water from
ll of the cells that are connected in series (most of the product

ater is normally removed by the air stream due to the fact that

he product water is generated within the cathode electrode, and
he air stoichiometry is normally significantly higher than the fuel
toichiometry). An increase in air stoichiometry will therefore tend
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rates of 2.2 and 3.0 is, however, again rather small, as shown in
Fig. 11.
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o remove more product water out of the cells, and the cell perfor-
ance will thus normally tend to benefit from the improved supply
ith fresh oxygen.

An increase in air stoichiometry will therefore rather improve
he overall stack performance in a serial gas flow-dominated stack
etup. This assumption is supported by the averaged cell output
oltage curves of the all-serial gas flow setups 5 and 6 shown in
ig. 9a that increase gradually with the air stoichiometry. The abso-
ute increase in averaged cell output voltages of approximately
0–15 mV for an increase in air stoichiometry from 1.4 to 3 derived
ith stack setups 5 and 6 is rather small in case of the 5 A measure-
ent, though.
In case of the parallel gas flow-dominated stack configurations

nd 5 A operation, an increase in air stoichiometry does not nec-
ssarily lead to an increase in cell performance as product water
emoval is not such a major challenge as with an all-serial gas
ow configuration. In a parallel gas flow-dominated configura-
ion, the benefit of an improved supply with fresh oxygen is rather
ounterbalanced by the negative effects of a higher rate of elec-
rochemical product water removal. The average membrane water
ontent could thus be effectively reduced by an increase in air stoi-
hiometry. This would explain why the average cell output voltages
f some parallel gas flow-dominated fuel cell stack configurations
eak at medium values of air stoichiometry, and the average cell
utput voltages rather tend to be reduced with a further increase
n air stoichiometry.

This assumption is supported by the fact that this difference
etween serial and parallel gas flow-dominated stack configu-
ations is particularly relevant with small and medium current
ensities where the product water generation rate is rather small
nd electrode flooding is therefore not a major issue, particularly
ot with an all-parallel gas flow configuration.

.3.2. High current density operation
At high current density operation, the performance of the par-

llel and mixed gas flow configurations gradually improves with
n increase in air stoichiometry. This can be seen particularly well
ith the output voltage curves of stack setups 2–4 plotted in Fig. 9b.

he output voltage of stack setup 1 does not show this gradual
ncrease in output voltage, as the output voltage rather peaks at
n air stoichiometry of 1.8 and remains almost constant at higher
ir stoichiometry rates.

The improved product water removal associated with an
ncrease in air stoichiometry therefore seems to be beneficial with
ll-parallel and mixed gas flow configurations at high current den-
ity operation, and an increase in air stoichiometry from 1.4 to 3.0
eads to an increase in averaged cell output voltages in the order of
0 mV with stack setups 2 and 3, for instance.

.3.3. Comparison of the current/voltage characteristics of an
ll-parallel gas flow configuration for medium and high air
toichiometry operation

The averaged cell current/voltage characteristics of stack setup 1
all-parallel, counter-flow mode) is compared for an air stoichiom-
try of 2.2 and 3 in Fig. 10. The higher air stoichiometry results in
slight drop in cell output voltages in low current density oper-

tion. This goes in line with the above discussion of the 5 A case

resented in Fig. 9a. The output voltages are roughly identical for
utput currents between 15 A and 20 A. Cell output voltages at high
urrent density operation are improved by applying the higher air
toichiometry rate, as discussed with the high output current plot
hown in Fig. 9b.

F
t

ig. 10. Comparison of single cell output voltages for stack setup 1 (70 ◦C stack
emperature, �fuel = 1.5, 90/90% r.h. fuel/air).

.3.4. Comparison of the current/voltage characteristics of an
ll-serial gas flow configuration for medium and high air
toichiometry operation

The opposite effect is derived for all-serial gas flow configu-
ations. Here, the general trend of a gradual increase in averaged
ell output voltages with air stoichiometry derived with small cur-
ent densities is reversed with high current density operation. At
igh current density operation, an increase in air stoichiometry
esults in a slight reduction of the averaged cell output voltages,
s can be seen with the current/voltage characteristics of stack
etup 5 for operation with air stoichiometry rates of 2.2 and 3.
eak output voltages are achieved at an air stoichiometry rate of
.2, and a further increase in air stoichiometry results in a slight
eduction of the individual and stack-averaged cell output volt-
ges. The reason for this effect might again be based on water
alance and cross-membrane water transport characteristics. The
ifference between operating stack setup 5 with air stoichiometry
ig. 11. Comparison of single cell output voltages for stack setup 5 (70 ◦C stack
emperature, �fuel = 1.5, 90/90% r.h. fuel/air).
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. Conclusions

The interdependence between air stoichiometry rates, fuel and
ir input gas stream humidification levels and internal gas flow
onfigurations of a laboratory-scale PEMFC stack are investigated
ithin this paper. The investigations revealed that the internal gas
ow configuration has a significant impact on operation and per-

ormance of the individual cells installed within the stack, as well as
n the operational characteristics of the fuel cell stack, respectively.

Of the six stack setups investigated, the two mixed gas flow
etups 3 and 4 (parallel gas flow configuration of four/three cells
ith one/two cells in a serial gas flow configuration) showed the
ighest average cell output voltages in the majority of measure-
ents. The two all-parallel gas flow stack setups 1 and 2 (parallel

as flow configuration of five cells in counter-/co-flow mode)
howed slightly smaller average cell output voltages, whereas the
ll-serial stack setups 5 and 6 (serial gas flow configuration of four
ells in counter-/co-flow mode) had the lowest average output volt-
ges. This ranking of internal stack gas flow configurations is valid
ver a wide range of operating conditions (i.e. stoichiometry rates
f the air input gas stream, relative humidity of the fuel and air
nput gas streams).

A detailed analysis of the fuel cell stack performance as a func-
ion of operating conditions was subsequently made in order to
nalyse and compare operational characteristics of the six inves-
igated internal gas flow configurations in detail. Measurements

ade with three different input gas humidification levels and five
ifferent air stoichiometry rates revealed the complex interdepen-
ence between reactant supply, membrane drying and electrode
ooding that governs operation and performance of the individual
ells and the fuel cell stack assembly, respectively.

The performance of each cell operated within a fuel cell stack
s strongly influenced by the supply with fresh reactants as well
s the water balance between electrochemical product water gen-
ration, input gas humidification and product water removal.
nalysis and optimisation of operational performance can only be
imultaneously made on individual cell- and stack-level with an all-
arallel gas flow configuration, though. With an all-serial or mixed
erial/parallel gas flow configuration, fuel and air supply as well
s water balance do not only have to be provided appropriately on
ell- but also on stack-level, as each individual cell operated in a
erial gas flow configuration is directly affected by the operation of

ach upstream cell, and directly affects the operation of each down-
tream cell. This makes a prudent stack design more challenging,
articularly if the stack is supposed to be operated dynamically
nd can therefore not be optimised for stationary operation with
re-defined operating conditions.
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